STYLE GUIDE
VISUAL + BRAND

WHO WE ARE

At a time when access to new state and local resources is uncertain, we provide districts with cost-effective
services they may not be able to provide on their own. We do this through research-based instructional
programs and by partnering with schools to improve education for all students.
Created by Ohio statute, the ESC of Central Ohio is dedicated to providing school districts with professional
development, technology, support, planning and administrative services that help improve student learning. We
are the preferred provider of direct instruction and professional development in six counties, serving more than
200,000 students and nearly 30 school districts.

BRAND VALUES, PURPOSE & VISION
Our brand values, purpose, and vision are the guiding principles of the
ESC of Central Ohio. It is critical that all communications we create
represent and reinforce these guiding principles to ensure that our impact
is aligned to the needs of our districts, schools, partners and, most
importantly, the children we all serve.

OUR PURPOSE

The ESC of Central Ohio leads when necessary, supports all
stakeholders and seeks to share and leverage resources on behalf
of our client school districts and partners.

OUR CORE VALUES

Respect | We honor the diverse needs of those we serve.
Service | We value the opportunity to be of service.
Collaboration | We foster strong relationships with partners.
Accountability | We are answerable for our actions and behaviors.

OUR VISION

The Educational Service Center of Central Ohio is an educational
solutions agency meeting the needs of today, while remaining
focused on the future, driven by innovation and choice.

BRAND ASSETS
Our visual identity reflects our values and helps
reinforce the community of the entire agency. It is
simple, clean and informative. Blending in, yet a
recognizable leader.

Seeking Life Changers!
We’re on a mission to improve the outcomes of all students in Central Ohio.
If you’re passionate about making a difference in the lives of children, we
want to talk to you about joining our team!

Why Work for the ESC of Central Ohio?

Directly impact
Ohio’s students

State Teachers Retirement
System or School Employees
Retirement System

Paid sick leave &
personal days

Workplace
mentoring

Apply today!

Escco.org/careers | 614.445.3750

Medical, dental,
vision insurance

Free professional
development
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All materials that leave the ESC of Central Ohio
need proper branding to ensure a consistency.
These materials include (but are not limited to) the
following. For examples, read the “Brand Style”
section of this guide.
•

Letterhead

•

Postcards

•

Powerpoint presentations

•

Email signatures

•

Social media graphics

•

Flyers

•

Newsletter banners

LOGO

Our identity.
How we distinguish our brand.

LOGO VARIATIONS: DOs
The ESC of Central Ohio logo is an integral part of our brand should be used thoughtfully and consistently.
The Council of Governments logo should only be used when the council is specifically mentioned in a
document or program. The same application rules apply to both logo.

Wordmark
The wordmark is the primary logo for
the ESC of Central Ohio and will be the
most often-used visual. This logo should
be used on anything the agency creates.

Logomark
The “Box Only” version is our logomark,
and can be used where visual weight
matters (i.e. avatars). The logomark
should also be used in instances where
the wordmark would have to be scaled
too small to read the text.

ALTERNATE LOGOS
Color variations of solid black and white are to be used where the primary logo is not clearly visible against an
existing background with similar colors.

LOGO VARIATIONS: DON’TS
Refrain from altering the appearance of the logo in any way, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Recoloring
Distortion
Switching orientation
Applying styles or effects
Changing font

x

x

x

x
educational service center
of Central Ohio

x

LOGO BREATHING SPACE

Appropriate white space must surround the wordmark and logomark. All
objects should be distanced from the logo at a width equal to the “S” in the
box logo, as represented above.

COLOR PALETTE

Key indicators of our brand design.

PALETTE
The ESC palette is designed to be warm and
inviting, but also give display an authority in the
educational field. The palette is divided into four
sections primary, secondary, warm accents and cool
accents. The primary palette consists of the main
colors that are used in the logo, but should also be
the focus on all ESC collateral. The secondary and
accent palettes are designed to highlight important
information or sections in collateral or to maintain an
aesthetic in a subject’s theme.

Primary
PANTONE 294 C

CMYK 100, 58, 0, 21
RGB 0, 56, 130
HEX #003882

PANTONE 187 C

CYMK 0, 100, 79, 20
RGB 176, 28, 46
HEX #b01c2e

PRINTING NOTE | Pantone 294 C tends to have a purple hue when printed from
a machine. To avoid this, we recommend substituting Pantone 294 C with a
lighter blue color: Pantone 2707 C.

Secondary

Warm Accent

CMYK 17, 9,0,5
RGB 199, 221, 243
HEX #c7ddf3

CMYK 0, 44, 76, 4
RGB 245, 132, 50
HEX #f58432

CMYK 2,1, 0, 52
RGB 117, 120, 123
HEX #75787b

CMYK 0, 17, 69, 0
RBG 255, 211, 78
HEX #ffd34e

Cool Accent

CMYK 0, 76, 67, 7
RGB 238, 43, 67
HEX #ee2b43

CMYK 20, 4, 0, 45
RGB 90, 131, 141
HEX #5a838d

CMYK 9, 32, 0, 40
RGB 129, 70, 152
HEX #814698

CMYK 34, 0, 15, 40
RGB 65, 152, 113
HEX #419871

SCHEMES
These are some suggested color schemes to use in certain materials. This is not an exhaustive list of
options, but please limit the palette to no more than 5 colors in one document.

TYPOGRAPHY
Text arrangement and style.

FONTS

Primary Typeface Family: Helvetica Neue
The primary font for the ESC of Central
Ohio is Helvetica Neue, a sans serif
font, and should be used in headings
and online documents.

Aa Bb123

We are the ESC of Central Ohio, an
educational solutions agency meeting the
needs of today while remaining focused on
the future, driven by innovation and choice.

Secondary Typeface Family: Baskerville
Baskerville is to be used in instances
that a serif font is necessary, like
acheiving a classic aesthetic or
publishing official documents.

Aa Bb 123

We are the ESC of Central Ohio, an
educational solutions agency meeting the needs
of today while remaining focused on the future,
driven by innovation and choice.

In most cases, point size 11 is preferred, though variances may depend on the nature of the content. When used in journalistic style, text should
align right, never centered or left-aligned. Text alignment for visual pieces can be altered depending on designer’s need and/or preference, with
primary consideration of readability.
The typeface used in the ESC of Central Ohio wordmark is “TheMix.” Content stands out better when contrasted by the logo typeface, therefore
TheMix should not be used as a body font or in general text use.

IMAGERY

Our images translate our mission into a visual reality.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Photography selection should supplement our identity and reinforce the
genuine and high-quality services we provide. Use lifestyle photos with key
elements including warmth, natural textures and careful framing and focus.
The ESC of Central Ohio has a robust library of images. It is preferable to
use these images primarily, though stock photography consistent with our
style is acceptable when necessary.
•

Choose photos that capture diversity, success and a depth of
emotion. Unless specific to another cause, photo selection should
include classrooms, education and teaching and learning.

•

While we strive for consistency, there are instances where lifestyle
photography may not be fitting for specific messages. In these
instances, the Communications Team can assist in selecting or
creating illustrations that speak to your message while aligning to
the ESC brand and visual style.

EFFECTS
Gradients, lighting, exposure and other adjustments can be used to add subtle visual effects to photographs. Use your judgement on
how to alter photographs for the best impact, and avoid any drastic changes or use of overpowering effects.
The ESC Communications Team can help identifty acceptable effects.

BRAND ELEMENTS

Visual representation of our mission statement.

MISSION ICONS
The three icons represent the focal points of the ESC of Central Ohio mission: lead when necessary, support all stakeholders and share
and leverage resources.
These elements are not intended to replace the logomark in any instance. They should be leveraged when visuals are needed to
enhance the look of material, or where they serve to reinforce the brand.
The icons are most commonly to be used horizontally side-by-side in “lead, support, share” order, though they may be used as standalone when necessary. Refrain from altering the icons in any way, including shape and color scheme.

Lead.

Support.

Share.

SECONDARY ICONS
The ESC of Central Ohio has a series of its own branded icons. These icons can be used in infographics, flyers to illustrate lists or to
create original graphics. These icons are not to be used to replace the mission icons or the ESC logo.

Duotone icons
Used for illustrating lists that are not the main focal point of the document

Multicolor icons
Used for illustrating lists or infographics where the document is image-heavy

BRAND PATTERN
A pattern is a great way to fill white space in a document without being distracting. The ESC dot pattern is a play on the original
mission icons.
The pattern should only be used in white or negative space in a document. If the pattern falls behind the ESC of Central Ohio logo,
place a colored box behind the logo to allow for legibility. It should remain at 10% opacity to not distract from the main content of a
piece. If the pattern is too distracting behind an object, the pattern is allowed to be cut before reaching the element.

BRAND PERSONALITY
The ESC’s brand personality and voice allows us to make personal connections with our
audiences. If our agency was a person, our brand personality is how we would describe them.

AUTHORITATIVE		

INNOVATIVE		

GENUINE		

SUPPORTIVE

EDITORIAL GUIDELINES
Our agency is built on strong relationships between us and the communities we serve.
When we write or speak, remember who we are talking to and what matters to them. Whenever possible, use language they can relate
to and strive to achieve a personable, conversational tone. Avoid profession-specific jargon.
It is important that attention is given to the following standards when creating any materials associated with the ESC of Central Ohio.
Doing so will help build cohesiveness and reinforce brand awareness for the agency.

AT-A-GLANCE EDITORIAL GUIDELINES
•
•
•

Use “we” instead of “the ESC of Central Ohio” whenever possible
DO use contractions
DON’T use obscure acronyms
• Acceptable acronyms: ESC, ODE, US, DOE
• Follow basic English grammar rules
• Place the most important information at the beginning of each sentence

More detailed writing guidelines can be found in the ESC of Central
Ohio Marketing and Communications Editorial Style Guide.

EXPRESSING BRAND PERSONALITY
PERSONALITY TRAIT

LANGUAGE

TONE

PURPOSE

Authoritative

Informative

Confident

Educate

Supportive

Clear, Concise

Prescriptive

Empower

Genuine

Personable

Captivating

Engage

Innovative

Original

Optimistic

Inspire

VOICE
Be the
Authority

Be a
Supporting Partner

Be Genuine

Be Innovative and
Take Leadership

DESCRIPTION

DO

Use strong, active verbs.
Be clear and concise.
Be respectful.
Be factual, trustworthy and reliable.
Provide valuable and timely
information.
Stay professional.
Be positive and engaging.
We’re here to help however our
Provide solutions.
partners need it.
Demonstrate our experience/
expertise.
Be open, honest and trustworthy.
LISTEN first.
We want our partners to invite us into
Be direct and tactful.
the areas they need support.
Follow through.
Speak/write like a human speaking/
writing to a human.
Be forward-thinking.
We are focused on leading educators
Speak about the big picture.
into the future of educational
Share your dreams, image and
practices.
vision for the future.
We are leaders in education in
Central Ohio and our expertise
is what makes us valuable to our
audience.

The language you use
should express our
personality traits. Reference
these charts when
communicating on behalf
of the ESC. They can guide
you to a specific type of
language and speech
based on the message you
are communicating.

DON’T
Be passive or condescending of
stakeholders not following our
methods.

Use obscure jargon or acronyms that
not everyone may understand.
Be overly casual.

Overpromise or over-commit.

Get stuck in the day-to-day work.
Lose sight of the big picture, mission
or vision.

CO-BRANDING
We’re proud of our many partnerships. They provide us with big opportunities, and allow us to provide stronger services to a larger
audience. As such, not all materials will be led solely by the ESC of Central Ohio. These guidelines will help preserve the ESC of
Central Ohio brand in the various types of co-branded environments, while also ensuring our partners receive the credit they deserve.

WHY DO WE CO-BRAND?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish or increase consumer preference
Generate loyalty and brand differentiation
Enter into new markets and reach new audiences
Promote new services
Associate with other strong, recognizable brands
Act as a leader to smaller brands

BRAND DOMINANCE DEFINED
ESC of Central Ohio Dominance
When the ESC is the key influencer of communications, we are the brand lead. This is defined if we
are responsible for driving the customer experience and/or providing the majority of the resources.
In these cases, the ESC look and feel should dominate, with lower intensity from our partner(s),
often a logo in a less conspicuous area.
Partner Dominance
When the partner heavily influences the communication experience, the partner is the brand lead.
The partner brand is featured and the design is geared toward its look and feel. It is still critical that
we protect and appropriately display the ESC logo in these partnerships.

EQUAL DOMINANCE
Sometimes it’s necessary to place brands on equal playing fields. In these cases, logos should be displayed equally side by side, and
visuals should be neutral to all brands involved. Use your best judgement in these cases. When more than three partners are involved,
consider using a logo board to display the logos in alphabetical order.

Partner Logo

Partner Logo

BRAND STYLE
Our brand in action: in print, digital, video and more.

PRINT STYLE
Attendance
Services

ENGLISH
LEARNERS

Keep your kids
in class!

Seeking Life Changers!

We offer support and training for English Learner (EL)
and content area teachers so they can more
effectively support ELs at all proficiency levels.

Let’s Chat!

We’re on a mission to improve the outcomes of all students in Central Ohio.
If you’re passionate about making a difference in the lives of children, we
want to talk to you about joining our team!

Jill.Kramer@escco.org | 614.753.4651

Why Work for the ESC of Central Ohio?

ELAN is a peer-to-peer professional network offered to
COG
school district administrators responsible for programs
and services for English Learners. It meets throughout
the year to focus on and discuss relevant topics such as
legal and legislative updates, pertinent information from
the Ohio Department of Education and best practices
for serving English Learners. Join us!

STRIVE Program

•

Ever considered

substituting?

Students in the STRIVE program spend most of their day in a general education classroom and are encouraged to
visit the dedicated STRIVE classroom when in need of a break from the larger classroom or for an opportunity for selfregulation. When in their general education classroom, students are supported by several qualified teacher aides who
float between classrooms to check in on them throughout the day.
When students visit the STRIVE classroom, they are allowed to choose activities that are designed to meet their
individual behavioral needs at that moment, such as playing with Plato, to self-regulate. Students will also receive direct
instruction from the dedicated STRIVE intervention specialist in social skills while in the classroom.
Each STRIVE classroom is tailored to meet the needs of students in the differing grade levels as well as each student’s
needs identified in their individual assessments. While the maximum class size is 12, it is rare to have all the students in
the room simultaneously as they come and go when necessary.

2080 Citygate Drive • Columbus, OH 43219
April 6 | Difference or Disability: Identifying English
614.445.3750 • escco.org
Learners with Learning Disabilities

•

April 21 | English Learner Administrator Network Meeting

•

May 6 | Oral Language Development for English Learners

•

May 6 | Book Study “Advocating for English Learners”

•

June 3-5 | Best Practices for Supporting English Learners

•

June 22-24 | Advanced Best Practices for Supporting
English Learners

An educational solutions agency meeting the
needs of today, while remaining focused on
the The
future,
driven
innovation
and choice.
ESC of
Centralby
Ohio
Substitute Consortium
provides Westerville City

Directly impact
Ohio’s students

State Teachers Retirement
System or School Employees
Retirement System

Paid sick leave &
personal days

Workplace
mentoring

Free professional
development

Schools* with substitutes in both teaching and non-teaching positions. It’s a
rewarding and flexible job, and becoming qualified is simple!

Let’s Chat! Contact Jill.Kramer@escco.org or visit bit.ly/ELANSpring2020

01/2020

www.escco.org/Substitutes.aspx
*Our staff serve schools that members of our consortium for both teaching and non-teaching positions.
Please refer to our website for more information about the services provided to our member districts.

Apply today!

Escco.org/careers | 614.445.3750

Teaching
assistants
Intervention
specialist

Medical, dental,
vision insurance

Get started:

Lead when necessary | Support all stakeholders
Share and leverage resources on behalf of client
school districts and partners

The ESC of Central Ohio Structured Teaching Reinforced in a Visual Environment (STRIVE) program is designed for K-12
students who benefit from a more structured learning environment that offers visual supports.

Students in STRIVE classrooms are supported by a team
focused on their individual needs.

Council of Governments

UPCOMING EVENTS

A Visual Learning Environment for Students Needing
Additional Behavioral Support

Student Support Team

educational service center

Related services
providers

Services Tailored for Every Individualized Education Plan
ESC of Central Ohio staff members work collaboratively with district personnel to support both students and parents by
developing and implementing Individualized Education Program (IEP) goals designed to meet the needs of each student.
Additional services are tailored and delivered to fulfill each student’s IEP.

On-Demand Interpretation Service

The Center for Achievement and Leadership Services builds capacity, seeks equity,
innovates and finds solutions to challenges facing our partners.

Get direct access to qualified interpreters anytime and on any device.
Speech-language
therapy

Occupational
therapy

Behavior services

Mental health services

Physical
therapy

Adapted physical
education

Center for Achievement
and Leadership Services

Transition services

02/2020

Connect with Your English Learner Students and Families Instantly

Your Partner for Professional Development, Coaching, Project Management and More

Effective and clear communication with English Learner (EL) parents is essential to
ensuring all ELs achieve academically. That’s why the ESC of Central Ohio provides
a service that your administrators, educators, students and families can use to gain
instant access to interpreters who are certified in more than 250 languages on any
device, 24/7/365.

Your Partner in Professional Learning

We’re Here for You

This service will connect you with an interpreter in about 60 seconds. You can use our
service to:
- Communicate directly with an EL about a school matter
- Call a parent for attendance, sick child and other issues
- Speak with parents in the office, in the clinic and in parent-teacher conferences

Benefits

Sierra J. Austin
Equity, Diversity & Inclusion

Monica Brown
Curriculum & Instruction

Christine Galvin
College & Career Readiness

Cathy Heidelberg
OTES, OPES, OSCES
Regional Data Lead

Laura Lipsett
Literacy & School Improvement

Melanie McGue
School Transformation

Marcy Raymond
STEM, PBL &
Leadership Development

Technology &
Digital Learning
Customized, On-Site Support
We’ll work with you to provide assistance to help improve your digital environment, including
staff training, technology implementation and more. Just tell us your challenges, and we’ll
help build your custom solution!
•

Training, assistance and support on technology
systems and practices

•

Partnerships with third-party companies to provide
quality classroom technology that works for you

•

EMIS support, including reporting assistance and
networking opportunities

•

Personalized and blended learning

•

Classified training

•

Online course development and evaluation

Leadership Support
•
•
•

Consulting & targeting coaching
School improvement planning
Schoolwide systems development

Teaching Professional Development
•
•

Professional learning communitities
High-effect learning strategies

Improve Student Outcomes

Meet Federal Obligations

Increase Family Engagement

Make educational decisions based
on more complete information to
ensure student success

Communicate with families in the
language they understand

Keep families informed to
encourage participation in their
child’s education

Enhance Understanding

Be Cost-Effective

Connect Quickly

Use video to capture important nonverbal communication

Pay only for the time you need

Connect users with an interpreter in
less than a minute

Student-Based Systems Support
•
•
•

Let’s start working together!

PBIS PD + coaching + support
Response to Intervention
Multi-tiered Systems of Support

For more information, contact Melanie McGue at
melanie.mcgue@escco.org

Megan Johanson
Data Analytics

Achievement@escco.org
614.542.4118

Tom Reed
Research, Data & Grant Manager

Sharee Wells
Professional Learning &
Leadership Development

Learn more at escco.org

Leave your business card and we’ll be in touch!

02/2020

DIGITAL STYLE

Adaptive Schools
Foundation Seminar

What could you accomplish with
true collaboration at your school?

DEPARTMENT STYLES
With five different sections of services, we are able to brand each branch of service under the
ESC of Central Ohio to make each program unique.

DEPARTMENT COLORS

Business Services

Educator Services

Student Services

• Communications Services
• ESSA Support & Program
Resource Services
• Fiscal Services
• Grants & Contracts
Management
• Human Resources
Services
• Noncompetitive
Proposal when Procuring
Personnel-Based
Services
• Publication Center
• School Bus & Van Driver
Certifications
• Vendor Application
Information

• After-School Programs
Staff Support
• Background Checks and
Fingerprinting Services
• College & Career Success
• Curriculum
• Data Support & Analysis
• Digital Teaching &
Learning
• Diversity, Equity &
Inclusion Support
• English Learners
• Gifted
• Literacy
• Project-Based Learning
• Remote Learning Alliance
• Special Education
• State-Required Training
(Evaluation Systems &
Resident Educator)
• Student Wellness &
Success Support
• Substitutes

• Alternative Education
Programs
• Attendance Support
• College & Career Success
• Election Day Participation
• Experiential Learning
• Foster Care Support
• Interpreters On-Demand
• Job Shadowing Virtually
• Mentoring
• Project SEARCH
Internships for Students
with Disabilities
• Related Services
• Schools
• Special Education
• Student Wellness &
Success Support
• Tutoring Services for
Elementary Reading &
Math

Networks & Consortia

• Alternative Education
Leaders Network
• Business Advisory Council
• Curriculum Leaders Network
• Early Learning Consortium
• English Learners
Administrators Network
(ELAN)
• Federal Coordinators’
Network
• Frontline Education Users
Group Network
• Global Ed Network of
Central Ohio
• Human Resources Directors
(COHRD)
• Principals Resource Network
• Remote Learning Alliance
• Special Education
Administrators (COSEAS)
• Striving Readers Consortium
• Substitute Consortium
• Success Network (for
College & Career)
• Superintendents’
Association (COSA)

Other Services

• Background Checks &
Fingerprinting Services
• Community School
Sponsorship
• Conference Center &
Event Venue
• EZpay
• OCALI
• ParaPro Assessment
• School Bus & Van Driver
Certifications
• State Support Team 11
• Vendor Application
Information

EXAMPLES
Student Services

Educator Services

Building the Future Workforce with Work-Based Learning

The Gifted Institute
What is Work-Based Learning?
Work-based learning is an instructional strategy
that is essential in preparing all students for
success in postsecondary education and careers.
The primary purposes of work-based learning are
to expose students to future options and provide
opportunities for skill development and mastery
over time.

Need gifted hours? The Gifted Institute
will provide the required 15 hours you
need for the school year! Each course
has been developed to focus on a
variety of gifted and talented topics.
Expand your knowledge and meet the
learning needs of gifted students in your
classroom! All courses are fully online!

Course 1- Gifted 101

This course is for those teachers new to gifted and
talented education. It is recommended that you
take this course first. You will learn the nature and
needs of gifted students as well as the curriculum
and instructional strategies needed to appropriately
challenge this population.

Format: 100% online
Cost: $149/class for partner districts
$169/class for non-parnter districts

All work-based learning experiences involve inperson and virtual interactions with industry or
community professionals that are linked to schoolbased instruction. These learning experiences are
intentionally designed to help students extend and
deepen classroom work and to make progress
toward learning outcomes that are difficult to
achieve through classroom or standard project-based learning alone.
The term “work-based” does not mean the experience must occur at a workplace or during the standard “work day.” A
continuum of work-based learning experiences stretches from kindergarten into adulthood.
Stated most simply, the stages of work-based learning can be described as:
•Learning ABOUT work. •Learning THROUGH work. •Learning FOR work.

Course 2- Differentiation and Depth & Complexity

During this course, participants will learn about the depth and complexity instructional
strategy as well as take a deeper dive into differentiation and how to best meet the needs of
gifted students.

Who Benefits from Work-Based Learning?

Course 3- Social Emotional and the World of Gifted

Participants will learn about the various social and emotional needs of gifted students
including emotional intensity and overexcitabilities, perfectionism, overachievement,
underachievement, anxiety, and existential depression to name a few. Participants will also
learn about counseling, developing grit, helping gifted students thrive, and various social,
emotional, and behavioral tools to assist their gifted learners and help them to continue to
grow and prosper.

•

Course 4- Twice-Exceptional and Underrepresented Gifted Learners

Participants will learn about underrepresented gifted populations in schools and how to best
identify and serve them. Participants will also learn about twice-exceptional learners with
their dual diagnoses as well as the misdiagnosis and missed diagnosis that may happen.
In addition, they will explore the dimensions of cognitive style and various disabilities. With
this knowledge and understanding, participants will develop actionable goals to strengthen
student growth, not only academically, but most importantly as a whole child.

Courses start November 4th. Sign up today!

Schools

Students

•
•
•
•
•

Boosts motivation and
increases academic
engagement and
performance
Allows students to see how
academic instruction applies
to real life
Fosters interpersonal skills
Increases awareness of
career paths
Cultivates responsibility and
maturity
Eases the transition from
school to workforce

•
•

•
•
•
•

Builds relationships to
businesses and community
Gives students access to
and facilities training that
otherwise may not have been
financially attainable
Provides another way to meet
individual student needs and
goals
Keeps educators informed of
business and industry trends
Helps graduates be better
prepared to transition to work
Ensures curriculum is relevant
to current business needs

Employers
•

•
•
•
•
•

Creates a pool of workers
who bring new perspectives,
fresh approaches, and
motivation for work
Reduces future training
costs and turnover
Provides opportunity to
evaluate workers before
offering full-time employment
Improves employee morale
Helps graduates be better
prepared to transition to
workforce
Builds positive relationships
and visibility with the
community

ESC of Central Ohio
2080 Citygate Drive
Columbus, OH 43219
614.445.3750 | www.escco.org

For questions or more information about
the ESC of Central Ohio brand and style,
please email Communications@escco.org.

